Across
2. Emily Brontë's pseudonym
7. The town where Heathcliff was found
9. The home of the Earnshaws
11. Mr. Earnshaw's daughter
12. Where Cathy and Linton would meet
14. Hindley's wife
16. What Lockwood saw in Cathy Sr's window
17. The man that Cathy Sr marries
18. Number of years Heathcliff is gone from the Heights
20. Second narrator; biased housekeeper
23. What Heathcliff orders the sexton to uncover
25. ________ crags

Down
1. The one character who fled and did not return
3. Town closest to the Heights
4. What Heathcliff put in Catherine's locket
5. The home of the Lintons
6. Wuthering Heights' genre
8. Religious fanatic; servant at the Heights
10. The man who degraded young Heathcliff
13. Last name of Wuthering Height's author
15. The inscription above the doorway that Hareton read to Cathy Jr.
19. Isabella's dog's breed
21. First narrator; pompous and assuming
22. Heathcliff, a dark-haired ________
24. What Linton sends to Cathy; Nelly intercepts them